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This means that atoms of the same element can differ in the mass of their nucleus. Isotopes of an element have atoms with the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons. The mass ...

Atoms and isotopes
Using tools like argon-39 "provides key constraints for disentangling ... "It doesn't have a very specific signature (isotope fingerprint), it requires specialized argon chemistry, and the rate ...

Ultra-sensitive radiation detectors provide deeper dive into groundwater
There are different “isotopes” of water – in the semiheavy ... Thanks to the Trace Gas Orbiter’s Atmospheric Chemistry Suite instrument and its simultaneous measurements of H 2 0 and ...

Why Is There So Little Water Left on Mars?
Japan’s Hayabusa2 spacecraft succeeded in returning samples of rubble collected from near-Earth asteroid Ryugu, wowing people around the world. It marked the second time the Japanese researchers ...

University of Tokyo: Piecing together history of solar system from asteroid rubble
GEOTRACES was founded in 2006 as an international program dedicated to the study of the marine biogeochemical cycles of trace elements and their isotopes. Its mission is to identify processes that ...

Journey to the Top of the World
Radioactive molecules are sensitive to subtle nuclear phenomena and might help physicists probe the violation of the most fundamental symmetries of nature. Imagine a dust particle in a storm cloud, an ...

MIT Physicists Find New Clues to Why There’s So Little Antimatter in the Universe
You might have heard these terms used in the news recently, as they are key points to the Iran nuclear deal. Natural uranium is roughly 99% U238 and 1% U235. The U238 isotope will not work for ...

Making The Case For Nuclear Aircraft
These original ITASE scientific objectives have been adopted as key science initiatives by both the International ... a wide range of general scientific objectives) is trying to refine answers to the ...

International Trans Antarctic Scientific Expedition
Comparing the semantic task to the ancient Hindu story of identifying an elephant by having each of six blind men touch only the tail, the trunk, or the leg, what answer ... chemistry, depend on water ...

Life's Working Definition: Does It Work?
Our universe is expanding, but our two main ways to measure how fast this expansion is happening have resulted in different answers ... part of the equation. The key question is how accurate ...

'There may not be a conflict after all' in expanding universe debate
The Royal Society of Chemistry announced it would be sending its brand ... Hovering over the elements would allow Sherlock to see key facts, atomic data, isotopes and much more. The RSC's forensic ...

Sherlock Holmes and the Case of the Missing Visual Elements
Field studies at the two west antarctic ice sheet deep-drilling sites will be conducted to determine the spatial and temporal extent for key parameters and boundary ... and ice to corresponding ...

Glaciology and glacial geology
The team believes a stellar explosion even more energetic than a supernova — called a “hypernova” — is responsible for the star’s unusual chemistry ... on a stable isotope of a heavy ...

An Ancient Hypernova Filled This Star With Unusual Elements
“Hospitals need to get after kids in the tenth and the eleventh year, and by the spring of their senior year they should be so energized they would welcome the challenge of chemistry, simple ...

Roy Exum: Up On The 7th Floor
During your time with us you will be a part of a dynamic community trying to answer some of the most pressing global issues ... Teamwork, problem-solving, and field work play a key role in integrating ...

MEnvSci Environmental Science with a Research Placement / Course details
The lab’s research approach combines organic and analytical chemistry with molecular biology and isotope geochemistry ... The lab focuses mainly on two key dynamic components of the Antarctic ...

2021 SURF Research Projects - Descriptions
France is a key to the whole worldwide culture of wine, but how did wine get to France? That’s the question.” Francophiles might not like the answer ... degree was in chemistry—including ...

The Beer Archaeologist
This is because water on comets contain more deuterium – a heavy isotope of hydrogen – than ... they have a similar chemistry to the Earth and may have contained much more water when the ...

Polluted Dwarf Star Could Hold The Key To The Origin Of Water On Earth
During your time with us you will be a part of a dynamic community trying to answer some of the most pressing global issues ... Teamwork, problem-solving and field work play a key role in integrating ...
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